MORAL VALUE OF SERIES “LAYANGAN PUTUS” WRITTEN BY EKA NUR PRASETYAWATI
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ABSTRACT

Layangan Putus is a series which aired on a paid application which is WeTv. This series was told us about the household of Aris and Kinan. Kinan and Aris is a wife and husband couple where their household should ruined because Aris was cheating with another woman named Lidya Danira. Kinan decided to solve their household issues through divorce. This research is analysing a lesson and value that people could take on Layangan Putus series, since this series is going viral in society, so that, it is necessary to identify and know the value and lesson in that series. The method of this research was using descriptive qualitative approach. The author of this paper was using secondary data which taken on the internet. The data collection technique was watching the full episodes of Layangan Putus series. The author of this paper then observing the series through listening to all the conversation and dialogue from the characters in that series as well as the gestures which shown by the characters. Value and lesson which appeared in Layangan Putus must be have beneficial for the society since it can be a lesson for them to live a harmony household and make it better.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Layangan Putus Series is telling about cheating in a household which done by Aris, a husband of Kinan. The existence of Lydia Danira ruined the household of Aris and Kinan, while Aris and Kinan’s household has been blessed with son named Raya as well as Kinan currently containing baby in her belly. In the beginning of their marriage, Aris was a romantic and careful person at that time, then he changed as the time goes on. The changing of Aris’ personality which changed significantly is something kind of suspicious for Kinan. That suspicion made their household more tough day by day. At first, Kinan did not suspect Lidya Danira in having an affair with Aris. Kinan even helped Lidya Danira in choosing jewelry in their household issues through divorce. This research is analysing a lesson and value that people could take on Layangan Putus series, since this series was told about a story which related to society’s daily life. Since this series is going viral, then this series is potential to give much information to society and could change mindset and personality of society. Thus, it is essential for its director to serve society a series which have lesson and value so that, the society could take a positive lesson and their personality do not influenced to negative side [2].

Layang Putus series particularly told about cheating, in which could potentially influence the society to consider cheating as normal and be able to do. Thus, it is crucial to know a positive value and lesson which contain in Layangan Putus series. A good producer and director should put a positive value and life lesson in series they launch, since the entertainment life nowadays become a daily consumption for Indonesia citizen, so that a bad habit and personality could formed if the show which serves only focusing on entertaining. Layangan Putus series also showed us a fight scene between husband and wife in a household which could be taken as a life lesson and positive value that can be learned [3].

Layangan Putus series is easily changing and influencing an individual character and personality. This is caused by ten episodes of Layangan Putus which consumed by society frequently. Many of youth or so called Gen-Z in terms of consuming that series while they have not yet building household, this thing
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could be a reason to teach and introduce them a household in reality. It is important for individual to know a marriage life description before doing it. Lesson is something that taken by human, then they learn about it and implement it in their daily life for minimalize mistakes which can be happened in future. Lesson has becoming an important role and part for human itself, it us because lesson is guide for human to step up to the right place and fix their quality of life. Human could never live a good life devoid taking a lesson in every occasion which they have been trough. Human could take a lesson from personal experience, even though it is not the only way to take a lesson. There are a lots of way to take lesson in life, one of it is taking it from someone’s experience, therfore human must not experience it or get trough it to take a lesson. Besides taking a lesson from someone’s experience, there already many of books and movies which we could take lesson from that, tne implement it in our daily life [4].

While life lesson is something or stuff that can be taken by human which related to life itself. Life lesson is intake which needed by human to grow their quality of life and to avoid to do the same mistake. The life lesson role in human’s life is currently a main role for human survival in the future. A wise man is a human who is willing to keep learning untul their quality of life has expanded. No one in this world that could be better or wiser devoid taking lesson in every aspects. It is an obligation for human to take lesson continuously until the end of their life. Someone who always taking lesson from anything must have a different mindset and point of view in comparison to someone who is not willing to take lesson from anything. Devoid point of view, someone who has tons of lesson must be lived a different life compare to someone who has not lesson in life. Life lesson can be taken from movie series. Series or movie was created with life lesson inside of it which beneficial for its audience, so that the show is not only serve the public understand that the Layangan Putus series does not only describe negative emotions, but there is also important role and part for human itself, it is because lesson is guide for human to step up to the right place and fix their quality of life. Human could never live a good life devoid taking a lesson in every occasion which they have been through. Human could take a lesson from personal experience, even though it is not the only way to take a lesson. There are a lots of way to take lesson in life, one of it is taking it from someone’s experience, therfore human must not experience it or get trough it to take a lesson. Besides taking a lesson from someone’s experience, there already many of books and movies which we could take lesson from that, tne implement it in our daily life [4].

In Indonesia, there are already many of series which contains life lesson. Indonesia citizen likely a show which entertaining but still have life lesson and motivation in it. Thus, movie director and producer created an art which suitable for Indonesia citizen so that the audience still having the life lesson while still entertaining. It is a good step and progress which done by movie director and producer. This is something which can be a reason and main factor why Layangan Putus become phenomenal in Indonesia citizen. Layangan Putus series was created very well. While the value of life is an ideal trait or character in being used as a trait. The value of life held by a person certainly determines his character and personality, the higher the value of life that is held, the better his personality will be. For this reason, the value of life should be something that must be upheld by humans [6].

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The value of life is important to always be held by humans in order to be able to distinguish between right and wrong. A person's character and self-image depend on the values of life that they learn and pick, where the image of the values of life is universal and in accordance with the general norms adopted by society. The value of life is a culture that is passed down from generation to generation, such as the previous generation and parents. The value of life is not something that is brought by humans from birth, but it is given by the environment and learned. Humans are not born directly with the value of life they profess, in getting the value of life, humans need to process and find out. The values of life include being humble, having a high social spirit, being responsible, honest, and committed. Life is a journey where humans must find the value of life itself, as well as a motivation that is obtained through consistent example. A human being will easily and quickly absorb the value of life when he is a teenager, at that age humans become easier to understand and store the values they see, hear, and pay attention to through their environment and family [7].

Although the family has a big role in instilling the value of life in humans themselves, there are external factors that make these values change. The value of life changes as civilization advances and society changes. In this era of globalization, where the flow is very swift, information and spectacle can spread very quickly, giving rise to new norms and views. These new norms and views will change the value of life that has been believed by humans so far. The environment and parents are not the only subjects that give and instill the value of life into us, but the entertainment and the spectacle we consume are also very influential. Entertainment and spectacle if only watched without understanding the value that is in it, it will eliminate the value of life that we have always believed in. For that, it has become the duty of all of us to be able to share the value that exists in entertainment or spectacle. For this reason, the values contained in the series of broken kites are important to identify and then serve as lessons in life so that we can live a better life in accordance with the norms that have been agreed upon by the community [8].

For this reason, the author conducted this research and put it into a scientific paper so that readers and the public understand that the Layangan Putus series does not only describe negative emotions, but there
are many life lessons and values in it that we can learn, so that they can be lessons and input for us, so as not to act recklessly and violate norms. Aris, who had taken the wrong step in the series, resulted in the destruction of the household they had built so far. This research will focus on the values and life lessons that can be learned from the series Layangan Putus, this is done by the author so that we can make the spectacle and entertainment that we consume as positive things that we can learn.

3. RESEARCH METHOD
This study uses a qualitative descriptive approach, which is a descriptive research method in which analysis is used. The researcher uses secondary data, where the researcher takes existing data while watching all episodes of the Layangan Putus series and then analyzes and observes. In qualitative research, the theoretical basis is the reference so that the data presented can be valid. The researcher took literature from several relevant previous studies and also watched the series "Layangan Putus". The literature review was then used as a reference for analysis in this study. Because this research is qualitative, it is not numerical in it. The instrument needed by the author in making this paper is the WeTv application where the Layangan Putus series is broadcast, as well as the full episode of the Layangan Putus series. Researchers also use the internet as a source in searching for journals and literature. Humans are also needed in this research, namely the researchers themselves. In addition, a stable internet network is used in this study because the internet network is the main instrument so that this research can be carried out.

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the Layangan Putus series, Aris, who was initially very affectionate and romantic to Kinan, his wife, experienced a very significant change in attitude. This change in attitude was noticed by Kinan as his wife. Infidelity has become a gong of destruction for the household of Kinan and Aris [9]. There is a dialogue in the series where Kinan and Aris have a big fight, the dialogue is as follows:

'You're not tired, are you lying? I've been lied to and I'm really tired, you know'.

From the statement, it can be seen that Aris is a dishonest person, which violates the value of life itself. Behavior that lies will never be covered up forever, no matter how good humans are in hiding lies, it will smell and be exposed by itself. Due to continuous lying, the relationship between the two is getting worse [10]. Constant quarrels occur between Kinan and Aris which have an impact on the destruction of their household harmony. Raya, who is the son of Kinan and Aris, also has to be traumatized by watching his parents fight constantly. Lies are the main root in causing problems, which in the end will not be resolved because trust has been lost. The lesson that can be drawn from this is that honesty must be held fast, no matter how bad the impact is. Trust can repair anything that has been broken, and trust can only be earned with honesty. The valuable message of the scene is not to lie, because the impact of lying can destroy everything we have built.

Then apart from lying, Aris also had an affair with a woman named Lidya Danira. The inclusion of Lidya Danira in Aris's life makes Aris no longer pay much attention to his wife and children. This infidelity is caught, which is indicated by the following dialogue:

'Who is Lidya Danira, bro? You even made multiple transfers from accounts that I didn't even know you had.' 'you even took her to Cappadocia, where it was my dream, it's my dream mas, my dream not her' 'you even bought her a penthouse for 5 billion'

The irony of a household when the husband or one of the parties has an affair as Aris did. Infidelity is the thing that destroys the most households. People who commit infidelity certainly do not know what the value of life itself is. Infidelity occurs because there is no commitment to the household that has been built, where commitment is the main element and foundation for a strong household [11]. Judging from the dialogue above, infidelity will not only damage the household, but will also lead to the drain of wealth. Women who become mistresses are usually only interested in wealth, not because they really love. Aris had to give so much of his wealth to Lidya as his mistress, which could result in bankruptcy. In addition, the wife and children who should have received all of that were instead given to someone else. Aris’s loss of commitment certainly made him cheat with other women. The value and lesson that can be learned from this is to continue to maintain commitment, because it is commitment that will keep the household intact. Infidelity will never bring a good impact, but only a bad impact which of course has an impact on children.
In the dialogue, Kinan is unable to contain his anger because he knows Aris and Kinan's relationship. Even though Kinan is pregnant with their second child, this is shown in episode 7 where Kinan's stomach gets bigger. Infidelity is proof that the person is not responsible, for which a good human being should have responsibility. The best solution so that infidelity does not hurt any party or damage the people involved such as children, is communication. All can be fixed with good communication. In addition, divorce should not occur, when the commitment is no longer in the household, then divorce is the only way to be taken and then look for something else. The effects of infidelity are not only damaging to the household, but also psychologically damaging. The values that can be learned from the Layangan Putus series are as follows:

*Prepare Knowledge Before Marriage*

Knowledge becomes important to be prepared before marriage, the vision and mission of each partner must be owned by each partner before marriage, so that we become aware of the direction and purpose of the relationship that has been built. Marriage is a relationship that is forged forever, therefore it is important to have adequate knowledge. In addition, it is important to know that your partner is an ordinary person, who will never be perfect. At the beginning of the relationship, a sense of comfort will still be created, but in the next few years, of course there will be feelings of boredom and boredom. Couples will not always be fun, this is something that everyone should know before getting married. It is important to understand and accept each other's condition. Adequate knowledge and understanding of this will certainly prevent us from damaging the household or infidelity.

*Understanding the Rights and Obligations of Each*

Early in marriage, of course, the relationship will still be harmonious, the attention given is still as great as what Aris did in the Disconnected Kites series. Each pair will give their best. But as the age of marriage progresses, changes begin to occur, both from the wife's side and the husband's side. Changes will always exist and always happen, such as a wife who may not look as beautiful as the first marriage anymore, or her husband's attention starting to decrease. Therefore, communication is important so that both husband and wife still understand their respective rights and obligations. When there are things we don't like or the habits of our partner are disturbing, then it must be communicated properly, not cheating.

5. CONCLUSION

The changes made by Aris, namely the reduced attention given by Kinan as his wife was caused by many factors, one of which was due to infidelity. Aris's habit of not wanting to communicate well and choosing to keep lying has made fights in their household that occur continuously. This quarrel was due to the lack of communication between Aris and Kinan, even though communication is an important key in maintaining a lasting relationship. In the end, the affair that was tightly covered was discovered, causing Aris and Kinan's household to end in divorce. The impact of divorce is not only detrimental to both parties emotionally, but also psychologically harms the child. The thing that can be taken from the series is our obligation as humans to have adequate knowledge before starting the household ark. Communication must continue to exist between husband and wife so that there are no misunderstandings. Changes that occur in households that have been going on for years are normal, because basically humans are dynamic creatures. Therefore, it is important to understand and understand each other so that the obligations that exist in the household are maintained. From the series, we also learn that no matter how bitter it is, honesty must come first. Suggestions for further research from this paper is that researchers can further examine the impact of infidelity on children, wives and husbands. This study only discusses the lessons and values contained in these lessons, so the impact of the affair is not yet known.
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